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Anti-Irish sentiment (or Hibernophobia) may refer to or include oppression, bigotry, persecution,
discrimination, hatred or fear of Irish people as an ethnic group or nation, whether directed against Ireland in
general or against Irish emigrants and their descendants in the Irish diaspora.. It is traditionally rooted in the
Middle Ages, and is also evidenced in Irish immigration to North ...
Anti-Irish sentiment - Wikipedia
History. Anti-Protestantism, also known as Catholic Anti-Protestantism, originated in a reaction by militant
societies connected to the Roman Catholic Church alarmed at the spread of Protestantism following the
Protestant Reformation of the 16th century. Martin Luther's Proclamation occurred in 1517.
Anti-Protestantism - Wikipedia
Racism is the belief in the superiority of one race over another, which often results in discrimination and
prejudice towards people based on their race or ethnicity.The use of the term "racism" does not easily fall
under a single definition. The ideology underlying racism often includes the idea that humans can be
subdivided into distinct groups that are different due to their social behavior ...
Racism - Wikipedia
Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
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